Introduction: Personnel Classification

- Classification = selecting from one applicant pool for different positions simultaneously, thus evaluating in which position an individual would be expected to achieve more than in another (Fig. 1)

Figure 1. Personnel selection vs personnel classification.

- Classification can substantially increase the efficiency of high stakes personnel decisions (Brogden, 1951)
- Method: different predictor composite scores are constructed from an available test battery, one for each of the positions, for all applicants
- These various predictor composite scores are used as criterion estimates
- Consequently, validites of different predictors should vary across positions
- The goal of personnel classification is to maximize classification efficiency by assigning individuals to the position for which they have the highest estimated criterion score
- What about the diversity goal? Quality-diversity dilemma has been neglected in classification context!

Efficiency and Adverse Impact of Classification Decisions

- Analytic method for estimating the expected efficiency (expected criterion score of assigned applicants) of classification decisions (De Corte, 2000)
- Present contribution:
  1. heterogeneous applicant pool instead of homogeneous applicant pool
  2. general, instead of only regression weighted, predictor composites as assignment basis (De Corte et al., 2007)
  3. estimation of expected efficiency and adverse impact ratio (AIR)
  4. implementation into multi-objective optimization program: Pareto-optimal efficiency - AIR trade-offs

Figure 2. Gammut of attainable efficiency-AIR trade-offs and set of Pareto-optimal trade-offs.

Results

- Analytic method for estimating the expected efficiency (expected criterion score of assigned applicants) of classification decisions (De Corte, 2000)
- Present contribution:
  1. heterogeneous applicant pool instead of homogeneous applicant pool
  2. general, instead of only regression weighted, predictor composites as assignment basis (De Corte et al., 2007)
  3. estimation of expected efficiency and adverse impact ratio (AIR)
  4. implementation into multi-objective optimization program: Pareto-optimal efficiency - AIR trade-offs

Conclusions

- First (analytic) method to estimate classification efficiency as well as AIR of classification decisions
- General criterion estimates, compared to regression weighted criterion estimates, yield better balanced trade-offs (Fig. 2)
- Classification decisions result in better expected efficiency and higher AIR than the corresponding selection decisions (Fig. 3)
- Method permits a better informed design of composite predictors to perform classification decisions for which efficiency as well as diversity are important goals
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